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MechWarrior: Gintoki

Score: 3633

Kills: 4

Pilot: 'Mech: Score: Kills: Deaths: Coolhand Gintoki

Team 2 6048 6 4 0 6

Coolhand Templar 6048 6 4 0 / 0 6 / 6048

Team 1 3633 4 6 4 0

Gintoki Templar 3633 4 6 4 / 4225 0 / -592

Mission Highlights

Mission: CentralPark Date: 12/12/2009

Drop Time: Day Time: 15:07

Visibility: Heavy Fog. Game: Team Attrition

(00:45) Coolhand's Templar suffers a direct hit to it's RightTorso

from Gintoki's SRM4. Coolhand's Templar suffers a direct hit to it's

CenterTorso from Gintoki's MachineGun.   (01:02) Gintoki fires the

Templar's MachineGun and decimates the RightTorso of

Coolhand's Templar.   (01:11) Coolhand takes a severe wound to

the CenterTorso as Gintoki aims for the Templar again.   (01:29)

Smoke and fire are trailing from Coolhand's Templar, all results of

the MachineGun blast inflicted by Gintoki. Gintoki fires the

Templar's MachineGun and decimates the CenterRearTorso of

Coolhand's Templar.   (01:32) Gintoki fires the Templar's

MachineGun and decimates the RightTorso of Coolhand's

Templar.

(01:37) A kill marker is placed on Coolhand's Templar to mark

the victory over Gintoki.

(02:09) Coolhand's Templar takes a devastating hit in the

RightArm from Gintoki. Gintoki fires the Templar's MachineGun

and decimates the RightTorso of Coolhand's Templar.   (02:13)

Gintoki fires the Templar's MachineGun and decimates the

CenterTorso of Coolhand's Templar.

(02:14) Coolhand's Templar explodes in a fire-ball, thanks to

Gintoki.

(02:55) Coolhand's Templar suffers a direct hit to it's Head from

Gintoki's MachineGun.   (03:01) Coolhand's Templar suffers a

direct hit to it's LeftTorso from Gintoki's MachineGun. Gintoki

targets and fires the MachineGun; Coolhand cries in dismay as

the Templar's RightTorso is damaged.   (03:04) Coolhand's

Templar takes a devastating hit in the CenterTorso from Gintoki.

Gintoki's Templar fires the MachineGun and damages the

CenterTorso of Coolhand's Templar.   (03:16) Coolhand's Templar

suffers a direct hit to it's LeftTorso from Gintoki's MachineGun.

(03:18) The burning wreckage of Gintoki's Templar is a

reminder to all of the prowess of Coolhand's battle skills!

(03:55) Dense black smoke pours from Coolhand's CenterTorso

as a result of Gintoki's targeted hit. Coolhand's Templar takes a

devastating hit in the LeftLeg from Gintoki.   (03:59) Coolhand

takes a severe wound to the CenterTorso as Gintoki aims for the

Templar again. Fire boils from the damaged CenterTorso of

Coolhand's Templar after Gintoki hits it with a MachineGun.

(04:06) Gintoki targets and fires the MachineGun; Coolhand cries

in dismay as the Templar's CenterTorso is damaged. Gintoki

damages Coolhand's LeftTorso.   (04:13) Fire boils from the

damaged CenterTorso of Coolhand's Templar after Gintoki hits it

with a MachineGun. Smoke and fire are trailing from Coolhand's

Templar, all results of the MachineGun blast inflicted by Gintoki.

Gintoki targets and fires the MachineGun; Coolhand cries in

dismay as the Templar's RightTorso is damaged.   (04:33) Gintoki

damages Coolhand's CenterTorso.   (04:40) Gintoki damages

Coolhand's RightArm.

(04:41) Gintoki's life flashes as Coolhand reduces the

Templar to a burning wreck.

(05:11) Coolhand takes a severe wound to the LeftTorso as

Gintoki aims for the Templar again. Coolhand's Templar takes a

devastating hit in the CenterTorso from Gintoki.   (05:16) Smoke

and fire are trailing from Coolhand's Templar, all results of the

MediumPulse blast inflicted by Gintoki. Coolhand's Templar takes

a devastating hit in the RightArm from Gintoki. Gintoki fires the

Templar's MachineGun and decimates the LeftTorso of

Coolhand's Templar.

(05:28) Gintoki delivers the last blow as Coolhand's Templar

explodes in flames!

(06:02) Gintoki's Templar fires the MachineGun and damages the

LeftLeg of Coolhand's Templar. Fire boils from the damaged

LeftLeg of Coolhand's Templar after Gintoki hits it with a

MachineGun.   (06:15) Dense black smoke pours from Coolhand's

LeftLeg as a result of Gintoki's targeted hit.

(06:24) Gintoki's Templar explodes in a fire-ball, thanks to

Coolhand.

(07:11) Gintoki targets and fires the MediumPulse; Coolhand cries

in dismay as the Templar's LeftLeg is damaged.   (07:14)

Coolhand takes a severe wound to the LeftLeg as Gintoki aims for

the Templar again.   (07:32) Coolhand's Templar suffers a direct

hit to it's LeftLeg from Gintoki's MachineGun.

(07:46) Gintoki is delivered unto the inferno with regards from

Coolhand.

(08:10) Coolhand is delivered unto the inferno with regards

from Gintoki.

(09:03) Another kill marker is given up by Gintoki, as

Coolhand celebrates victory.

(09:37) Gintoki targets and fires the MachineGun; Coolhand cries

in dismay as the Templar's RightTorso is damaged.   (09:44) Fire

boils from the damaged CenterTorso of Coolhand's Templar after

Gintoki hits it with a MachineGun. Smoke and fire are trailing from

Coolhand's Templar, all results of the MachineGun blast inflicted

by Gintoki.

(09:51) Gintoki delivers the last blow as Coolhand's Templar

explodes in flames!


